The results show that the response amplitude of the beam traversed by a distributed load moving with variable velocity decrease with an increase in the value of foundation modulus, Other structural parameters such as axial force, rotatory inertia and shear modulus are also found to reduce the displacement response of the beam as their values are increased in the dynamical system. The results also show that the critical speed for the system traversed by a moving distributed force is found to be greater than that traversed by moving mass. This confirms that the inertia effect of the moving distributed load must be considered for accurate and safe assessment of the response to moving distributed load of elastic structural members.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The flexural motion of Beam-type structures under moving loads is a very common problem in Engineering design and construction [1] , [2] . The problem is usually modelled with the assumption that the load moves with constant velocity [3] which often is not realistic. When there is acceleration or deceleration in the mass motion over structures, the solution of moving mass problem becomes complicated and studies on this field are limited [4] -6]. Worthy of note is the work of Huang and Thambiratnam [7] . They studied the deflection response of plate on Winkler foundation to moving accelerated load. The problem of the vibration of a prestressed non-uniform Rayleigh beam resting on elastic foundation and traversed by concentrated masses travelling at varying velocities was also investigated by Oni and Omolofe [8] . After this, the problem of flexural motions under accelerating loads of structurally prestressed beams with general boundary conditions was taken up by Published Oni and Omolofe [9] . It was concluded that higher values of pertinent structural parameters are required for a noticeable effect on the response of the beams in the case of other classical boundary conditions than those of simply supported end conditions for both moving force and moving mass problems. Recently, Alaa ( [10] studied the simulation of transient dynamic load on beams with variable velocities. In particular, he studied the analysis and simulation of transient dynamic load on beam to find the effect of changing the initial velocity in the time-displacement amplitudes of the beam. It was concluded that changing initial velocity affect final displacement and time needed to reach it. Similarly, it was found that variance of final displacement generated between high velocities is small compared to final displacement generated between high and low velocities. Finite element method was used for the analysis of his results. Following closely is the work of Ismail [11] who investigated the problem of the response of a beam due to an accelerating moving mass using finite element approximation. It was concluded that acceleration of a travelling mass over a structural system highly affects the dynamic response of the structural system and that the inertia effects of the accelerating mass must be put into consideration in the model equation. The dynamical response of the rectangular plate resting on viscoelastic foundation and subjected to moving loads with variable velocity was taken up, very recently, by Mingliang, Tao, Yang Zhong and Hua Zhong [12] . The effects of the initial speed of the moving load and the damping of the foundation on the response are also discussed. Other researchers who have worked on the dynamic response of beam-type structures due to accelerated moving masses include Gbadeyan and Oni [13] , Oni and Omolofe [14] , Sun [15] , Wang [16] , Sadiku and Leipholz [17] . In all the aforementioned investigations, studies have been restricted to simplified load model often called concentrated loads. This consideration does not cover the wide range of application areas often encountered in Engineering practice. Emphatically speaking, an accurate and realistic representation of the moving load is that it is distributed over a small segment or over the entire length of the structure. This paper, therefore, investigates the dynamic analysis of a prestressed beam subjected to partially distributed load moving at varying velocities. Both gravity and inertial effects of the distributed load are taken into consideration and the beam is taken to rest on bi-parametric Vlasov foundation. The solution technique involves the use of generalized finite Fourier integral transform, the 
II. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
Consider the flexural motion of a prestressed finite uniform Rayleigh beam resting on bi-Parametric Vlasov foundation to a uniform partially distributed moving mass M moving at non-uniform velocities. The Rayleigh beam has a constant cross sectional area and the mass M is assumed to touch the beam at time t=0. The governing equation of motion with damping neglected is given by the fourth order partial differential equation. (2) g is the acceleration due to gravity and  
Heaviside function. Since the load is assumed to be of mass M and the time t is assumed to be limited to that interval of time within the mass on the beam, that is: The distance covered by the load on the same structure at any given instance of time is given as
where 0 x is the point of application of force at the instance t=0, c is the initial velocity and a is the constant acceleration of motion. Using (2), (4) and (5) in (1), one obtains: 
The boundary condition of the structure under consideration is taken to be simply supported. Thus, it is given by
The initial conditions without any loss of generality is taken as
Equation (6) is the fourth order partial differential equation with variable coefficients of the uniform Rayleigh beam under the action of travelling partially distributed loads moving with varying velocities.
In order to solve (6), evidently, the form of the boundary conditions (7) suggests the use of the finite Fourier sine transform defined by
III. SOLUTION TECHNIQUES
In order to solve (6) , evidently, the form of the boundary conditions (7) suggests the use of the finite Fourier sine transform defined by
By applying the generalized finite integral transform (9), (6) becomes
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In order to evaluate the integrals (13a) -(13h), use is made of the Fourier series representation for the Heaviside unit step function given as
Adopting (14), integrals (13d) -(13g) can be simplify into (15)- (18) with some simplifications and rearrangements, one obtains
where
and
Solving integrals in (21) and substituting into (19) yields 
which when rearranged gives
Solving (25) using the method of variation of parameters technique in conjunction with the initial conditions gives the 
B. Case II: Uniform Rayleigh Beam Traversed by Moving Partially Distributed Mass
If the moving load has mass commensurable with that of the elastic beam, the inertia effect of the moving mass is not negligible and must be taken into consideration. Thus, 0 0   and we are required to solve the entire (22).
Evidently, an exact closed form solution of this equation is not possible. Thus we resort to the approximate analytical solution technique which is a modification of the asymptotic method of Struble discussed in [15] . To this end, equation (22) is rearranged to take the form 
By this method, we seek the modified frequency corresponding to the frequency of the free system due to the presence of the moving mass. An equivalent free system operator defined by the modified frequency then replaces (29). To this end, the right hand side of (29) Substituting (38) and its derivatives into the homogeneous part of (31) and taking into account (34) and retaining terms to ) ( 
and neglecting terms that do not contribute to the variational equation, equation (40) reduces 
Solving (46) and (47) respectively, one obtains
where m D and are m  constants. Therefore, when the mass effect of the particle is considered, the first approximation to the homogeneous system is given by
is the modified natural frequency of the free system due to the presence of the moving partially distributed mass. Thus, to solve the non-homogeneous (29), the differential operator which acts on   t m V , is replaced by the equivalent free system operator defined by the modified frequency mm  namely 
IV. DISCUSSION OF THE ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS
When an undamped system such as this is studied, one is interested in the resonance conditions in the dynamical system. This is required because the transverse displacement of an elastic beam may grow without bound which may be catastrophic. Equation (27) clearly shows that the simply supported finite uniform beam resting on elastic foundation and traversed by moving distributed force experiences resonance effect whenever From (57), it is evident that for the same natural frequency, the critical velocity for the system of a finite uniform simply supported Rayleigh beam resting on an elastic foundation and traversed by partially distributed forces moving with variable velocity is greater than that of the moving distributed mass problem. Thus, for the same natural frequency of a finite uniform beam, resonance is reached earlier in the moving mass system than in the moving force system. . Clearly, the response amplitude of the moving distributed force is higher than that of moving distributed mass. This important result has also been reported in Andi, Oni and Ogunbamike [18] and Oni and Awodola [19] for the cases when the travelling load is moving at constant velocity.
VI. CONCLUSION
The problem of a uniform simply supported Rayleigh beam under moving partially distributed load is investigated in this paper. The effects of gravity and inertia of the distributed loads are taken into consideration. The fourth order partial differential equation governing the motion of the beam was solved using the generalized finite integral transform and the modified asymptotic method of Struble. Numerical analysis is carried out and results show that the transverse displacements of both the moving partially distributed force and moving partially distributed mass problems decrease with increase in the values of foundation stiffness and shear modulus. Similarly, higher values of axial force and rotatory inertia correction factor reduce the response amplitudes of both moving partially distributed force and moving partially distributed mass problems. Furthermore, it is observed that for the uniform Rayleigh beam having simple supports at both ends, for fixed values of foundation moduli, axial force, shear modulus and rotatory inertia correction factor, the transverse deflection under the actions of moving partially distributed masses is higher than that under the actions of moving partially distributed force. Thus, moving distributed force solution is not always an upper bound to moving partially distributed mass problems and hence the inertia effect of the moving distributed load must be considered for accurate and safe assessment of the response to moving distributed load of elastic structural members. Finally, the critical speed for the system traversed by a moving distributed force is found to be greater than that under the influence of moving distributed mass showing that resonance is reached earlier in moving distributed mass problem.
